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From: everyonesaccountable
To: SFPD, Commission (POL)
Subject: Fw: Push for Transparency
Date: Monday, September 20, 2021 3:42:44 PM

 

Resubmitted. Please forward to Commissioners and add to 30 day file. 

Submitted also for public comment for Oct. 6, 2021. 

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original Message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
On Tuesday, September 14th, 2021 at 8:41 AM, everyonesaccountable
<everyonesaccountable@protonmail.com> wrote:

Good Day Commissionrs-

In August 2021, a friend made a request for materials regarding an ethics
complaint and investigation. They received a response stating that under
Charter Section C3.699.13 that this material is not disclosable. 

I also saw how all of you are very interested in transparency and
communicated with Nancy Skinner to prep her for your softball questions. I
would assume that you all agree that ethics complaints and investigations
should see the light of day too. 

We can see Malia is running two campaigns and has lots of donors, but
we can not check if Lateef Gray, former Ethics Commissioner, has been
investigated for violating Ethics Commission rules. In fact, he allegedly
broke the cardinal rule when he endorsed Manu Raju while a
commissioner.

Gray came up with an excuse but was it true? How do we know? What if
he lied? As a DA should he be on the Brady list? Should there be a State
Bar complaint? What if no investigation was ever initiated?

Government transparency would be great for everyone.

Maila- Ethic comp!aint transparency would be a great substansive issue to
run on since elected officials are beyond reproach when they serve on
commissions. Think about it, a fellow commissioner could run against you
but since they don't hold elected office, they would have to resign to run.
You and your elected cabal are so virtuous that advocating for
transparency of elected and government officials should not have any
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pushback from anyone that serves the public. 

Best of Luck!

Please send to all commissioners and and post on web. 


